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1. Introduction

Welcome to the guide to citation and referencing for Arden University students. Please note if you are a Psychology or a Law student, different referencing styles may apply to your module – please consult ilearn and your module tutor.

If you are unsure of anything regarding referencing, please contact your module tutor or post in the Study Skills Q&A forum on ilearn.

Referencing is an important skill for any student writing academic essays and projects. There is an expectation that your work will make use of existing sources. In order to avoid plagiarism, you must always acknowledge sources that you use that are not your own. You may directly quote from a source, paraphrase (writing another person’s ideas in your own words) or summarise (pick out the key points of someone else’s work).

The University regulations about plagiarism can be found in your Student Handbook.

2. The Harvard system (Author Date Method)

All statements, opinions, conclusions etc. taken from another author’s work (print, online or multimedia) should be cited, whether the work is directly quoted, paraphrased or summarised. Paraphrasing is rewriting an argument using your own words, phrasing and interpretation. Guidance on appropriate use of paraphrasing, summarising and quotation in academic writing is available in your Student Handbook.

Referencing is a two-part process:

2.1. Citing in the text

2.2. References at the end of the work

In the Harvard System all cited publications are referred to in the main body of text by giving the author’s surname and the year of publication. Each cited publication must have a corresponding full reference in the list of references at the end of your work. The references are listed in alphabetical order by author name.

Authors/Originators

Use the name(s) of the person or organisation shown most prominently in the source as being responsible for the published content.

If no author is given and there is clearly no identifiable person or organisation, use ‘Anon.’, except for webpages, newspapers, film, dictionaries or encyclopedias. See section 2.1.1. point vii for guidance on how to cite these examples. For all examples use the same author notation in the list of references at the end.

Dates

If an exact year or date is not known, an approximate date preceded by ‘ca.’ may be supplied e.g. (ca.1750). If no such approximation is possible, use (no date). For webpages, it may be preferable to cite the year in which the page was accessed, e.g. (ca. 2009), rather than use (no date).
Where a book, chapter or article has been re-published as part of a different work e.g. an anthology, cite and reference the original date of publication, if given.

**Person-to-person communication (letters, emails, interviews, lectures, etc.)**

We recommend that references to person-to-person communications such as letters and emails are given only within the main body of the text and are not detailed in the reference list. See page 6 for further guidance.

**2.1. Citing in the text**

This applies to print and online materials.

**Where to place the citation**

Place your citation where you feel it should naturally occur within a sentence. Depending on your writing style, it may follow a phrase/idea or appear at the end of a sentence or paragraph. It should always appear before the full stop.

- e.g. As Waring (2014, p.33) said, "theory and practice should not be seen as separate entities" and so...
- e.g. In his highly acclaimed study Waring (2014) argued that theory and practice should not be seen as separate entities...
- e.g. Theory arises out of practice and the two are therefore inextricably linked (Waring 2014).

**Quotations**

If the quote is less than a line it may be included in the body of the text in double quotation marks. Longer quotations should be indented, single-spaced and appear in double quotation marks.

**Pagination**

In citations to particular parts of a document, the location of that part (e.g. page number) may be given after the year within the brackets.

When citing quotations from particular parts of a document, the location of that part (e.g. page number) should always be given after the year within the brackets.

For e-readers, where pagination is absent, include chapter instead. For webpages and online newspapers, this detail is not required.

**Figures (e.g. diagrams, graphs, tables, illustrations, photographs, etc.)**

These should be referenced as though they were quotations taken from a published work.

Page numbers are after the year, within the brackets. Diagrams etc. are usually accompanied by a brief description and are listed throughout a piece of work by figure number.

- e.g. Figure 1. Johannes Vermeer’s The Girl with the Pearl Earring (Chevalier and Hale 2011, p.55).
If the item has been copied and amended by you, e.g. another axis added to a graph, then use amended from.

- e.g. Figure 1. Johannes Vermeer’s The Girl with the Pearl Earring (amended from Chevalier and Hale 2011, p.55).

If the item is your own original work, then use personal collection.

- e.g. Figure 1. Coventry Cathedral (personal collection).

When referring to diagrams, graphs, tables, illustrations, photographs, etc. in the text, you should use Figure number (and Source if relevant).

- e.g. In Figure 2. Mitchell (2015) demonstrates...

You should include a full reference to sources in the list at the end of your work. Your own original work should not appear in the list of references at the end, as it has not been published.

Text or script from videos, films or broadcasts

These should be referenced as though it were a quotation taken from a published work, but without page numbering.

- e.g. As typified by James Dean portraying the moral decay of American youth (Rebel without a Cause 1955).

Online sources

When citing a webpage on an organisation or company website, use the organisation or company as the author. Do not insert the URL (web address) in the body of your text.

- e.g. Price Waterhouse suggest “A quotation from the relevant webpage would be inserted here.” (Price Waterhouse 2011).

2.1.1. Examples of Citing in the Text

i) If the author’s name occurs naturally in the sentence, the year is given in brackets:

- e.g. In his highly acclaimed study Waring (2014) argued that theory and practice should not be seen as separate entities...
- e.g. As Waring (2014, p.33) said, "theory and practice should not be seen as separate entities" and so...

ii) If the name does not occur naturally in the sentence:

Both name and year are given in brackets:

- e.g. A more recent study (Waring 2014) has shown the way theory and practical work interact.
- Theory arises out of practice and the two are inextricably linked. (Waring 2014).

iii) When an author has published more than one cited document in the same year:
These are distinguished by adding lower case letters (a, b, c, etc.) after the year and within the brackets:
•  e.g. Fordham (2011a) discussed the subject...

Note: If you are adding citations from the same author and year, the letters after the date will determine the order in your list of references e.g. ‘Fordham (2011a)’ would be listed before ‘Fordham (2011b)’.

iv) **When more than one source is cited:**
The sequence of citations may be either chronological or in order of academic relevance.
•  e.g. (Harris 2011; Hale 2012; Malcolm 2014)

v) **If there are two authors:**
The surnames of both should be given
•  e.g. Doole and Lowe (2012) proposed that...

vi) **If there are more than two authors:**
The surname of the first author only should be given, followed by et al.:
•  e.g. As global economies grow and the cost of doing business increases (D’Arienzo et al. 2016).
A full list of all author’s names should appear in the list of references at the end of your work.

vii) **If no author is given and there is clearly no identifiable person/body responsible:**
For all examples use the same author notation in the list of references at the end.
For webpages use the organisation or company author:
•  e.g. In the IPCC (2016) report on Climate Change and Oceans and the Cryosphere...

For newspaper articles use the newspaper title:
•  e.g. Social media is driving the rise of hate crime (The Telegraph 2016).

For a film, use the title of the film:
•  e.g. As typified by James Dean portraying the moral decay of American youth (Rebel without a Cause 1955).

For a dictionary or encyclopedia, if it is the co-operative work of many individuals, none of whom are the main editor, the title of the work may be used instead.
•  e.g. According to the Oxford Encyclopedia “A quotation from the text would be inserted here.” (Oxford 2007, p.375).

For other sources, use ‘Anon.’:
•  e.g. In an earlier text (Anon. 1908) it was stated that...
viii) If you refer to a source directly quoted in another source you cite both in the text:
• e.g. In a popular study Whear (2014 cited by Stamper 2016) argued that education must be participative and collaborative...
• e.g. As Whear (2014 cited by Stamper 2016, p.90) said, "education must be participative, collaborative and non-judgmental" and so we...

You should list only the work you have read, i.e. Springer, in list of references at the end.

ix) If you refer to a contributor in a source you cite just the contributor, not the editor:
• e.g. Crinklaw showed this to be key to her own social networking success (Crinklaw 2011).

See section 2.2.1. for an explanation of how to format contributions (e.g. chapter in an edited book) in your list of references.

x) If you refer to a person who has not produced or contributed to a work, but who is quoted in someone else’s work --- it is recommended that you mention the person’s name and you must cite the source author:
• e.g. Michael Heseltine emphasized the part the media plays in influencing political opinion in an interview with Eaton (2016).
• e.g. “It rings well with some of our xenophobic newspapers”, Michael Heseltine said in a recent article (Eaton 2016, p4).

You should list the work that has been published, i.e. Eaton (in the New Statesman) in your list of references.

xi) Scriptural Citations (e.g. Bible, Koran/Qur’an):
These should only be included in the text and not the list of references. Include book, chapter and verse. If quoting you may add the translation or edition.
• e.g. ‘He gives strength to the weary and increases the power of the weak.’ (Isiah 40:29, New International Version).

xii) Legislation – UK Statutes (Acts of Parliament) should be cited in full:
• e.g. The Equality Act 2010 legislates that it is unlawful to discriminate on the grounds of...

Person-to-person communications (letters, emails, interviews, lectures, etc.): These do not provide recoverable data and so are not included in the reference list. Cite personal communications in the text only. Give initials as well as the surname and status and/or occupation of the person. Provide as exact a date as possible. When citing research data which you have collected, it is advisable to also include copies or summaries of source data in Appendices.
• e.g. According to Professor L. Brockliss, Beatty’s accounts of naval medicine led to significant advances (personal communication, 15 September 2008, see Appendix 1).

Lectures, whether downloaded from Arden University or not, are not regarded as ‘published’ materials and are intended as pointers toward such sources rather than as source materials in themselves.
2.2. References at the end of your work

At the end of a piece of work list references to documents cited in the text. This list may be called a Bibliography or References. Exceptionally you may be asked to list references not cited in the text but which make an important contribution to your work. These are usually listed under the heading of Further Reading. You should review your Programme Handbook for clarification.

In the Harvard System, all references are listed in alphabetical order by author name in a single list. The only exception is when you are citing legal materials, e.g. legislation and cases; these items should appear in separate lists after the main list of references.

If you have cited more than one item by a specific author they should be listed chronologically (earliest date first), and by letter (1993a, 1993b) if more than one item has been published in the same year. You will usually find bibliographical reference information on the title page of the publication.

For place of publication, give the town or city. If more than one town/city is listed give the first one or the location of the publisher’s head office. If the town/city is not well known, you may in addition add a county, region or state. Note that in the United States of America states are denoted by a two letter code, for example Hillsdale, NJ.

For the publisher’s name, omit superfluous terms such as Publishers, Co, or Inc. Always retain the words Books or Press. Where the publisher is a university and the place or location is included in the name of the university, do not include the place of publication.

Where authorship is attributed to an organisation or corporation instead of an individual author, ascribe authorship to the organisation. In academic writing, names of organisations may be abbreviated once they have been given in full, e.g. Office for National Statistics (ONS, 2015). You must always give the full version of organisational names in your list of references.

2.2.1. Referencing print materials

Each reference should use the elements and punctuation given in the following examples for the different types of published work you may have cited. When bibliographies are hand written, underlining is an acceptable alternative to italics.

Print book

Author’s Surname, INITIALS., Year of publication. Title. Edition (if not the first edition). Place of publication: Publisher.


Contribution in an edited print book e.g. a chapter

Contributing author’s Surname, INITIALS., Year of publication. Title of contribution. Followed by In: Surname, INITIALS., of author or editor of publication followed by ed. or eds. if appropriate. (Year of publication, if different to contribution). Title of book. Edition (if not the first edition). Place of publication: Publisher, Page number(s) of contribution.

**Print encyclopedia or dictionary entry (without an editor)**

If a dictionary or encyclopedia is the co-operative work of many individuals, none of whom are the main editor, the title of the work may be used instead.

Short form title/publisher, Year. Title of contribution. *In: Title of source*. Edition (if not first). Place: Publisher.


**Article in a print journal**

Author’s Surname, INITIALS., Year of publication. Title of article. *Title of journal*, Volume number and (part number), Page numbers of article.


**Article in a print newspaper or magazine**

Author’s Surname, INITIALS., (or Newspaper Title,) Year of publication. Title of article. *Title of newspaper*, Day Month Year, Page number/s and column number (a, b, c etc.).

• e.g. Aldrick, P., 2016. Rush to withdraw savings as negative interest rate looms. *The Times*, 4 August 2016, 2b

**Print report**

Author, Year of publication. *Title of report*. Place of publication: Publisher. Report Number (if given).


Cite an Act by its short title and date. You should not include ‘the’ at the beginning of the title, nor any punctuation between the title and the date:

• e.g. Equality Act 2010

Legislation should appear in a separate list after the main list of references. These guidelines apply whether you found the legislation in print or online. For other types of UK legislation e.g. Bills, Statutory Instruments (SI) or EU legislation see the 'Citing References: Law' guide.
Print map
Originator’s Surname, first name or initials, (may be cartographer, surveyor, compiler, editor, copier, maker, engraver, etc.) year of publication. Title, Scale. (should be given normally as a ratio) Place of publication: Publisher.

Print conference paper
Contributing author’s Surname, INITIALS., Year of publication. Title of contribution. Followed by In: Surname, INITIALS., of editor of proceedings (if applicable) followed by ed. or eds. if relevant. Title of conference including place and date of conference. Place of publication: Publisher. Page numbers of contribution.

Print thesis
Author’s Surname, INITIALS., Year of publication. Title of thesis. Designation (and type). Name of institution to which submitted.

Print patent
Originator, (name of applicant/s), Year of publication. Title of patent. Series designation which may include full date.
- e.g. Cummins Ltd., 2016. Variable geometry turbine and assembly thereof. UK patent 2482796B. 06 July 2016.

Print translation
Author's Surname, INITIALS., Year. Title. Translated by Translator. Place of publication: Publisher (Originally published in given year).

2.2.2. Referencing Online Materials
The recommendations here follow best practice in referencing online resources. Online materials that are subject to change require the URL and access date to be included in the reference.

The recommendations here follow best practice in referencing online resources. Note: Scanned chapters or journal articles should be referenced in the same way as their print original.
**E-book**

Author's/Editor's Surname, INITIALS., Year. *Title* [online]. Edition (if not the first edition). Place of publication: Publisher (if given).


**E-book downloaded to an e-reader**

Author’s/Editor’s Surname, INITIALS., Year. *Title* [type of e-reader edition]. Edition (if not the first). Place of publication: Publisher (if given).


**Article in an online journal**

Author's Surname, INITIALS., Year. Title. *Journal title* [online], volume (issue), page numbers (if available).


**Article in an online journal described as ‘In Press’**

For articles that are described as ‘In Press’ you must include the full URL, as the article has not be assigned a precise volume and issue number:


**Article in an open access repository**

A repository is a collection of open access outputs for a specific subject or institution. When referencing articles or publisher-branded PDFs from library databases or journal publisher websites, refer to ‘Article in an online journal’ instead (as above).

Author's Surname, INITIALS., Year. Title. *Journal title* [online], volume (issue), page numbers (if available). Available from: URL [Accessed Date].


**Article in an online newspaper or magazine**

Author’s Surname, INITIALS (or Newspaper/Magazine Title) Year of publication. Title of article. *Title of newspaper/magazine* [online], Day Month Year. Available from: URL [Accessed date].

- e.g. Monbiot, G., 2016. The climate crisis is already here – but no one’s telling us. *The Guardian* [online], 04 August 2016. Available from:
Webpage
Author's /Editor's Surname, INITIALS., Year. *Title of webpage* [online]. Place of publication: Publisher (if given -- check the website e.g. ‘About us’ or ‘Contact us’ pages). Available from: URL [Accessed Date].


Online report
Author, Year of publication. *Title of report* [online]. Place of publication: Publisher. Report Number (where relevant).


Conference paper from the Internet
Contributing author’s Surname, INITIALS., Year of publication. Title of contribution [online]. Followed by *In: Surname, INITIALS.,* of editor of proceedings (if applicable) followed by ed. or eds. if relevant. *Title of conference* including date and place of conference. Place of publication: Publisher (if given). Available from: URL [Accessed Date].


Digital map
Originator’s Surname, first name or initials, (may be cartographer, surveyor, mapping agency, editor, copier, maker, engraver, etc.), year of publication. *Title* (if not supplied, provide an appropriate title), Scale (should normally be given as a ratio), [map]. Place of publication: Publisher. Available from: ‘core’ URL [Accessed Date].

Photographs / images accessed online
Photographer/Artist's Surname, INITIALS., Year of publication. Title of image [type of image]. Place of publication: Publisher (of online image) if given. Available from: URL [Accessed Date].


Social media (including Blogs, Wikis, Twitter, Facebook and Online discussion forum)
Social media entries may only be kept on servers for a short time and may not be recoverable. You should retain a copy and consider including as an appendix.

Author's Surname, INITIALS., Year. Title of entry. Title of website [online]. Day Month Year. Available from: URL [Accessed Date].


Mobile app
Use originator/author if ascertainable otherwise use the title. Originator. Year (Use access year if release date is not available). Title of app [mobile app]. Version number. Available from: app store name [Accessed Date].


iTunes U or other downloads
Use originator/author if ascertainable, otherwise use the title. Author's/Editor's Surname, INITIALS., Year. Title [download]. Edition (if not the first). Place of publication: Publisher (if ascertainable). Available from: Download site [Accessed date].

Computer program

Company name, (Or if given: Author’s Surname, INITIALS.,) Date (if given). Title of program. Version [type]. Place of Publication: Publisher.

- e.g. Thomson Reuters, 2016. *EndNote X7.5*. [computer program]. Stamford, Conn.: Thomson Reuters.

2.2.3. Referencing moving images and sound

When deciding which category your item belongs to, you should first consider what type of medium it was originally created or intended for, rather than the format in which you have accessed it.

Where type is the same as format, e.g. a television or radio programme that was accessed in real time, only type should be given.

Film

*Title*, Year. (For films the preferred date is the year of release in the country of production.) [type, format]. Production credit (e.g. Director or Producer). Production place: Production company.


Television

*Title*, Series, Episode number or title, Year. [type, format]. Production credit (e.g. Director or Producer). Production place: Production company. Channel. Date, Time of transmission.

- e.g. *Winter is coming*, Game of Thrones, Series 1, Episode 1, 17 April 2011. [television programme]. Directed by Tim van Patten. USA: HBO.

Contributions: individual items within a programme should be cited as contributors.


Radio

*Title*, Programme details e.g. series, episode. Year. [type, format]. Radio channel. Date of radio programme. Time of radio programme.

- e.g. *I’m sorry I haven’t a clue*, Series 65, Episode 6, 2016. [radio programme]. BBC Radio 4. 1 August 2016. 18:30.
Moving images accessed online e.g. YouTube

Use originator/author if given otherwise use title.

Originator, Year. Title [type, format]. Place of publication or production (if given): Publisher or Producer (if given). Available from: URL [Accessed Date].


- e.g. The Late Late Show with James Corden, 2015. Stevie Wonder Carpool Karaoke [video, online]. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqrvm2XDvpQ [Accessed 8 August 2016].

3. Plagiarism and copyright

Plagiarism

Remember that you must acknowledge your source every time you refer to someone else's work. Failure to do so amounts to plagiarism, which is against the University rules and is a serious offence. Further information about plagiarism and self-plagiarism can be found in your student handbook.

Copyright

You do not have to seek permission to include third party copyright material in your academic work, as long as it is fully referenced. Further information about copyright can be found here: https://www.gov.uk/copyright

Citing this document

If you wish to cite this document, please use the following notation:

Arden University, 2016. Arden University guide to citation and referencing in the Harvard style. Coventry: Arden University.